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Timers will start on 1-20 coins and will 
accumulate up to 100 coins if 
desired. Time settings are from  
1 second to 99 minutes per coin. 

TM5J Timers can be used in  
24-volt bay or vacuum applica-
tions. Besides the countdown 
feature, it also includes a “grace 
period”, last minute alert, bonus 
time and “change-over pause” 
feature for low pressure functions.

Coin Digital Meters • Timers • Tokens

Digital Readout Timers

Part No. Description Net Ea.
DX TM5J Digital Timer With Horn ...................................  $ 582.00 
DX RS1 Warning Horn Only, as Replacement .............  30.75 
DX RC1T Control for Remote Programming & Accounting .  153.00

LED3 & LED5 in Coin Meter

All timers feature a 20 second “courtesy” period to add another coin after 
time has run out. Timers are adaptable to most any coin mechanism. 
Accumulating feature allows coins to be added at any  time during the time 
cycle or “courtesy” period. All timers are 24-volt input and accumulate up 
to 99 minutes of total time. Standard with 1/4" Lexan cover plates for extra 
protection. Warning horns are optional if required.

Available Models:
LED6  Meter Timer is a retrofit for replacement of 
TM5 “Time Master” timers. Bracket mount.

LED7  Meter Timer is 3-1/4” H x 3-1/4” W x 2-1/2” D 
and can be mounted into most existing coin meters. 
Messages can be in English or Spanish.
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TimeMaster  Countdown Timers
TimeMaster Countdown Timers feature a blue/green fluorescent display 
for maximum visibility. This color reduces the washed-out effect that sunlight 
has on red displays. Timers are housed in a water resistant, high impact 
plastic case. All units feature a wing nut to attach timer to existing meter lids.

TM5J

RS1
Horn

Included

RC1T
Remote  
Control

Standard Features:  Programmable scrolling messages to greet and thank 
customers • 1-20 coins to start • 1 to 10 minutes per coin • Built-in resettable 
counter for inventory check • Built-in self-charging battery if power fails • 
Easily programmed with only 2 buttons.

Keep your customers 
satisfied with Digital 
Readout Timers. Red 
L.E.D display shows 
continuous countdown 
of time from start to 
finish of cycle. 

 LED6  
(Bracket Mount) LED7 (Stud Mount)

Program messages can be set by switches on the units or 
by the RC1 remote control. All program memory is retained 
in case of power failure. 

Dimensions: 3' wide, 1-3/4" high,  
3-3/4" deep. Input voltage is 24 volt, AC
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Part No.  Net Ea.
DX LED7 Digital Timer, Less Horn ...............................  $ 330.00 
DX LED6 Digital Timer, (TM5 Retrofit), Less Horn .......   369.00 
DX RS1 Warning Horn Only as Add-On  ...................  30.75 
DX RC1 Control for Remote Programming ................  41.00
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Tokens
These tokens are high security, 85/15 copper construction. Since this copper 
ratio is higher than the more common game arcade tokens, your coin 
mechanisms can be set to only accept this car wash ratio, which protects 
you from unwanted cheaper tokens. Stock size is .984”. Token use can help 
to eliminate theft and vandalism. Sold in bags of 500 tokens. (Other sizes 
also available. Custom tokens also available).

Part-No.  Net Ea.
HM T4340 Bag of 500, .984 Tokens ..........  $ 115.50
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Little & Big Two-Timers

Part No.    Net Ea.
IX GT200 Little Two-Timer .................................. $ 334.50 
IX LC525 24V Horn as option for GT200  .......... 51.90 

GT200

IDX Two-Timers display coins deposited, time 
remaining and 72 letter welcoming message. 
The 2-Time feature also allows for different 
time/price options at different times of the day. 
Bonus time for large coin startup and X-tra 
time feature that allows for additional coins to 
be deposited for 20 seconds at the end of the 
cycle are also standard features. 

GT200 Little Two-Timer is designed to fit into existing meters. Fits common 
face lid openings with studs. Letters are 3/4” high. Overall size is 3.8” x 3.4” 
x 3.1”. Poly carbonate case is standard. Warning horn is not included but 
can be ordered separately.
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http://www.dultmeier.com/prod-search.asp?searchstring=DXTM5J
http://www.dultmeier.com/prod-search.asp?searchstring=DXRS1
http://www.dultmeier.com/prod-search.asp?searchstring=DXRC1T
http://www.dultmeier.com/prod-search.asp?searchstring=DXLED7
http://www.dultmeier.com/prod-search.asp?searchstring=DXLED6
http://www.dultmeier.com/prod-search.asp?searchstring=DXRS1
http://www.dultmeier.com/prod-search.asp?searchstring=DXRC1
http://www.dultmeier.com/prod-search.asp?searchstring=HMT4340
http://www.dultmeier.com/prod-search.asp?searchstring=IXGT200
http://www.dultmeier.com/prod-search.asp?searchstring=IXLC525

